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Outline

OECD /INFE Financial Education (FE) Project and 
financial education at schools

Importance and Challenges of Financial Education 
at School

Main Findings of OECD/INFE Research and 
Analysis

Preliminary Good Practices

Ongoing and Future Projects    
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1) Financial education programmes at 

school: At the core of the OECD Project

• Initial stock take on financial education 
programmes at schools in selected OECD and 
non-OECD members countries in 2007 

• Creation of the INFE in 2008

• Establishment of a dedicated INFE subgroup 
on financial education at schools – Bali 2008

• Enlarged stock take in 2009- 31 countries

• Analysis – case study 

OECD 2005 Recommendation:

« Financial Education should start at school. 
People should be educated about financial 
matters as early as possible in their lives »
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Enhance
awareness

Access to  
information : 

www.financial
-

education.org

Promotion of  
international
co-operation 
and policy 
dialogue :

International 
Network on 
Financial 
Education

Development 
of  international 

principles,  
guidelines and 
good practices:

Special 
Subgroup

PISA

Role of the OECD/INFE on FE at schools:
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2) Importance and challenges of financial 

education in schools
A) Increasing needs 

Result of recent institutional, demographic, financial and risks evolutions                
 New generations will need more financial skills than previous generations 

Schoolchildren increasingly take financial decisions 

Research suggests that young people less financially capable than their elders

Parents are not necessarily well equipped to transmit appropriate financial skills 

Inequal coverage; level of financial literacy relying on socio-economic 
determinants 
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B) Benefits of financial education 

programmes in schools

Quasi 
universal 
coverage of 
Financial 
Education (FE) 
for a same age 
cohort

FE can 
improve 
financial 
inclusion and 
provide 
building blocks 
for sound 
financial 
decisions 
throughout 
individuals’ life

Tailored to 
national and/or 
local 
circumstances 
and needs
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C) Challenges

Lack of awareness of governments and policy makers 
on the importance of FE in schools

Pressures on curriculum/lack of resources

Lack of confidence/competence of teachers to deliver 
FE well

Possible lack of attractiveness of financial matters for 
students

Lack of research on how to teach FE most effectively
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3) Main Findings of OECD Research: 

of the two Stock Take exercises

Rapid growth in number and range of financial education programmes at
schools – 19 countries 

But uneven, both within and between countries :
- well established in some countries (US in some states, UK, Korea, Japan, 
Malaysia) more recent in others

Compulsory in 9 countries (Australia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Japan, Korea, 
Malaysia, New Zealand and the UK and some US States)

standalone in 5 countries- learning frameworks developed in few countries

Length: one hour per week on average- 8 countries teach throughout school 
(age 5-18)

Most programmes for students are for schoolchildren
Far fewer programmes aimed at students in formal post-school education 
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3) Main Findings of OECD/INFE 

stock take exercises (cont.)

• Government (regulators, central bank, stock exchange, 
consumer protection agencies), private sector (association 
of banks), NGOS (association of consumers)

• Public/private partnerships

• Resources (mainly public except US mainly private) 

• Protection against conflicts of interest

Involvement of various stakeholders

• Canada British Colombia – evaluation of teaching tools 
provided to teachers

• NZ – framework for financial education programmes in 
schools has been trialled

• Netherlands – evaluation of teaching methodologies

Few evaluations
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4) Preliminary good practices

• In 11 countries of the stock take : Australia, Czech Republic, 
Hungary, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Singapore, UK and US  

Financial Education (FE) for students should form part of an 
overall strategy to improve financial capability

• Examples, at national level, include NZ Retirement Commission, 
Bank Negara Malaysia, Australian ASIC, UK's Financial Services 
Authority, Ministry of Finance Czech Republic, Ministry of 
Education in Korea

Clear leadership and coordination needed at national level 
either  ministry of education and/or financial regulator 
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4) Preliminary Good Practices

Be developed through a 
planned, sustainable coherent 

and comprehensive programme 

Be adequately resourced

Involve rigorous evaluation of 
programmes in order to build 

understanding of most effective 
ways to deliver FE in different 

contexts  

Financial education at schools should preferably:
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4) Preliminary Good Practices

Be provided from 
as early an age 
as possible and 
should continue

as children 
progress through 

school

Be included in the 
school curriculum 
as a compulsory
element-either as 

a stand-alone 
subject or 

incorporated 
within other 

subjects

Focus on 
developing 

financial 
knowledge and 
skills but also 

attitudes, 
financial 

capability and 
responsible 

financial  
behaviours 

Financial education at schools should preferably:
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4) Preliminary Good Practices

• Games

• National Competition

• Role playing and simulation

• Use of real documents and first hand reports

• Links with local facilities

Relevant to the student, interactive, experiential 
and tailored to students’ abilities

Importance of relevant and engaging ways to provide financial education:  
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Involvement of technical experts  and private sector volunteer can usefully support teachers 
and reinforce their ability  

Bank Negara Malaysia, in collaboration with the Ministry of Education and financial 
institutions, arranges workshops to train teachers in charge of  Student Financial Clubs

Singapore - Ministry of Education provides teachers with lesson plans and CD-Rom 
“Promoting Financial Literacy in Schools”

UK - teachers have opportunity to work with pfeg’s trained consultants

US – teacher training is a critical component of the NEFE High School Financial Planning 
Program

4) Preliminary Good Practices

Teachers should be clearly engaged, well trained and supported :  
initially and on an ongoing basis  
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4) Preliminary Good Practices

Jump$tart's Clearinghouse of 
financial educational tools lists  

around 700 resources, including 
printed materials, on-line resources, 

CDs,  DVDs and games

pfeg  website lists around 150 
resources, the majority of which 

have been awarded the pfeg quality 
mark

Australia- the curriculum 
Corporation (a national curriculum 

agency) on behalf of ASIC assesses 
and endorses resources to ensure 

suitability, quality and a high 
standard of professionalism

Hungary: Co-operation forum on 
financial education launched in 

2006 
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Teaching material should be high quality, widely 
available and objective : 
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5) OECD/INFE Ongoing-Future Project 

on Financial Education at Schools

• Extent and content of related curricula

• Objectives: awareness, increased understanding, 
knowledge and skills

• Pedagogic methods

Comparison of the Learning Framework on financial 
education

Role of the OECD/INFE on FE at schools:Case study report based on identified good practices  
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5) OECD/INFE Ongoing-Future Project on 

Financial Education at Schools (cont.)

•Ways to promote and influence political willingness

•Definition and coverage of related learning framework

Examination of students on financial education criteria 

Best/efficient modalities to introduce financial education at schools

•Training of teachers

•Best/efficient ways and tools to teach financial education issues
•Financial/in kind resources: role of private resources and managing 
possible conflicts of interest

•Evaluation and monitoring of programmes

•Parents’ involvement

Development of guidelines on financial education 
programmes in schools, particularly relative to:
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Forthcoming PISA exercise 2012:

- Inclusion of “financial context” 

questions in the mathematical 

component

- and possibly development of a 

broader international option on  

“financial literacy” 

5) OECD/INFE Ongoing-Future Project on 

Financial Education at Schools (cont.)
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THANK YOU

Your inputs and feedbacks 

are welcome !



Flore-anne.messy@oecd.org

International Gateway for Financial Education

www.financial-education.org 
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